
Dear St James families,

After another wonderful term at St James, its time to reflect on the learning adventures we have
all been on! As a short term it is amazing how much we have managed to pack in! We started  
                           the term with our shared text with our focus on adventure. The children had 
                           immersive experiences to start this term’s Geography learning and had visitors  
                           and trips to enrich their learning. 
                          Our Helping Hands team have made a great start 
planning some exciting future events and supporting the school 
with some new resources and enrichment experiences - 
Thank you so much for all the time and hard work that
 is put into this!
Collective Worship this term has had a focus on courageous advocacy - being brave enough to
speak out for what we believe in. It has been brilliant to see some the children leading this and
we will continue to encourage this. This has also involved learning how to keep ourselves safe
both online and with other people.
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Engineering adventures!
This term ended with the St James Engineering Fair, with all our children taking part and
designing and creating prototypes to solve a range of challenges from transportation to floating
gardens. Thank you so much to the whole school community, from our families who supported  
by sending in recycling or by attending, our Governor Chris Palmer, who was able to attend and
be our expert judge and the Vale Academy Trust who organised the final competition and guided
us through with some excellent CPD - A great team effort ‘for the good of all’!



Spotlight on:  Maths            
 





Donaldson Class
This term Donaldson class have been focusing on people who help us and how we can help each other. They
have been busy working on independence too, putting on their own coats and shoes for outside play, asking
each other for help if needed.
The children helped us create a new feelings display where they share how they are feeling each day with us.
Rainbow fish was a firm favourite story, with them all making their own to take home. The children have
responded so well to our phonics sessions and 'sound of the week' where they each have the opportunity to
bring in things from home starting with the sound.
Digit day was fabulous, lots of great costumes and fun had by all.
Next term is all about nature and the animals that live in and around Hanney!

Inkpen Class
This term has been extremely short but we have crammed a lot in! 
We started off the term by reading the book ‘Michael Recycle’ and thinking about how we can be superheroes
for our planet! As part of this, we made our own superheroes and compared where we live to where Michael
Recycle lives. 
For the second half of this term, we have been focusing on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths), we had a wonderful workshop from Science Oxford where we learnt all about different materials and
what they are useful for. We then used this learning within our independent learning, thinking about what
materials would be best to build a house for our teddies and which materials float/sink. 
This last week we have been engineers, creating cars and bridges! 
Thank you for a wonderful half term Inkpen Class, have a wonderful half term break! 

Early Years News



Nichols Class

Key Stage 1 News
Rosen Class
It has been a short, yet fun packed term for us in Rosen class.  We started the term launching our
‘adventure’ curriculum driver where we began our learning thinking about taking different adventures
around the world. We then linked this to our geography topic of the UK and we went on our very own
adventure up Uffington White Horse. 
It has also been a super fun learning all about Paddington Bear in our English lessons. We started our
learning journey making some yummy marmalade sandwiches and finished the term writing postcards to
Paddington. 

What an amazing term for Nichols class! This term, Year 2 have thoroughly immersed themselves in our
adventure curriculum driver. We started the term with our virtual trip around the world, considering our
Geography big question: ‘Where in the world would you go on an adventure?’ We especially focused on
ocean adventures in our writing, using ‘I See The Sea’ as our inspiration for setting descriptions. I was
totally blown away by the outstanding vocabulary choices made by Nichols class! Our writing commenced
in ocean-themed acrostic poems, please see the pictures as I know Year 2 are very proud.
As mathematicians we learnt about money;finding change and making amounts, before starting our
learning of multiplication and division. Nichols class have demonstrated great respect for their learning in
Maths – well done!

Computing and Science have been
particular highlights for the class
where we have introduced
programming with Scratch. In
Science our focus this term has been on
our Engineering Fair project. We
considered the question: which
material best prevents an egg from
cracking? The whole class were
incredibly creative with their ideas and
enthusiastic in conducting their
experiments – it was a joy!





Dahl Class

Rowling Class
This term, despite being a shorter term, Year 4 have been busy exploring lots of topics. We have explored how
and where volcanoes and earthquakes are formed, why and where flooding happens and what people may do
to try and prevent it. In English, we have been writing narratives based on our picture book ‘Flood’ whilst
learning all about the technique of writing speech – whilst practising the ‘inverted commas song’ – which the
children have enjoyed. We’ve also read the book ‘The Firework Makers daughter’ during our reading slots and as
our end-of-the-day book. The children have really enjoyed it, especially when being left on cliffhangers, with
them often wanting me to read more. We have also had the ‘floating garden’ competition which the children
enjoyed designing and creating miniature prototypes for, whilst also learning about the flooding in Bangladesh.
We have also been learning about ‘flag football’ in PE, which they have all really enjoyed. Whilst we’ve had a
busy term this term, next term we’ve got the exciting topic of ancient Greece and Greek mythology to look
forwards to. 

Lower Key Stage 2 News
This term year 3 have been busy writing some brilliant narrative pieces, based around Peter Pan. They
have worked really hard on using speech that really considers the character who is speaking. It has been
lovely to see this inspire some of the children to write their own Peter Pan books, which they have proudly
shared in Collective Worship. 
In Geography they have been learning about all things maps, developing they skills and knowledge of
how to use them. The children particularly enjoyed creating a map of the Hanneys in the Hall using lego
to create important features.
The class have also really enjoyed working on their engineering projects in science, creating gardens that
would be able to survive flooding - potentially quite important in Hanney!



Ibbotson Class

Upper Key Stage 2 News

Shakespeare Class

An adventure-filled term began with our Everest basecamp
experience and ended with us engineering solutions to help
farmers suffering from flooding in Bangladesh. We set hearts
racing and pimples goosing, writing our Francis suspense e-book
and I’m sure when parents read the books at the e-book café next
term they will be impressed the children’s authoring skills.
Continuing the adventure and mountain theme, we’ve learned
about the mountains of the UK and the world, how they were
formed and how harsh the climate is.

We’ve also been thinking about our dreams and goals and how we might
achieve them in PSHE. In computing we’ve explored how databases can be a
really powerful tool in the modern world as well as looking back to the
beginning of Judaism’s special relationship and covenant with God in RE.
The children have engaged with all this and more, with great attitudes and lots
of effort for some excellent learning and progress. After the short break, I’m
sure we’ll all be back and raring to go!

It has been a very short but busy term in Year 6! In Geography, we have been studying what life is like in
The Alps and have produced some amazing leaflets, persuading tourists to visit. In Maths, we have looked at
converting units of measure and ratio (including discussing scale drawings and interior designs – sorry if
anybody has their furniture rearranged over half term!). We have worked extremely hard on our entries for
the Engineering Fair and have developed our Computing skills by creating spreadsheets, using formulas to
add and find the average of sets of data. In Art, we have been researching Andy Warhol and developing our
pop art skills. We have experienced some line dancing and developed passing and dodging skills for netball
in PE. We have also spent some time considering online safety and cyber bullying, discussing what is and
isn’t appropriate and where to turn for help if we need it. A highlight for this term was our IMPS trip to the
John Radcliffe hospital! The children have worked incredibly hard across the term and this has shown in the
incredible progress they are making!
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